The sensor network localization (SNL) problem is to reconstruct the positions of all the sensors in a network with the given distance between pairs of sensors and within the radio range between them. It is proved that the computational complexity of the SNL problem is NP-hard, and semi-definite programming or second-order cone programming relaxation methods are only able to solve some special problems of this kind. In this study, a stochastic global optimization method called the state transition algorithm is introduced to solve the SNL problem without additional assumptions and conditions of the problem structure. To transcend local optimality, a novel dynamic adjustment strategy called "risk and restoration in probability" is incorporated into the state transition algorithm. An empirical study is investigated to appropriately choose the "risk probability" and "restoration probability", yielding the dynamic state transition algorithm, which is further improved by gradient-based refinement. The dynamic state transition algorithm with refinement is applied to the SNL problem, and satisfactory experimental results have testified the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The state transition algorithm has emerged in recent years as a novel stochastic method in global optimization, in which, a solution to an optimization problem is regarded as a state, and the update of current solution is regarded as a state transition [1] - [3] . Using the state space representation, the state 1 X.Zhou, C. Yang and W. Gui are with the School of Information Science and Engineering, Central South University, Changsha 410083, China.
2 P. Shi and C.C. Lim are with the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia transition algorithm can describe solutions updating in a unified framework, and the execution operators to update solutions are expressed as state transition matrices, which make it easy to understand and flexible to implement. In the continuous state transition algorithm, there exist four state transformation operators, viz, rotation, translation, expansion and axesion. These operators have special characteristics, covering the local and global search capability. For example, the rotation operator has the ability to search in a hypersphere within a given radius, belonging to a local search; while the expansion operator has the probability to search in the whole space, belonging to a global search. The job specialization makes it convenient for users to manipulate the state transition algorithm according to their demands. The strong global search ability and adaptability of state transition algorithm have been demonstrated by comparison with other global optimization algorithms and several real-world applications [1] - [3] .
In recent decades, ad hoc wireless sensor networks have received considerable attention due to easy installation and simple operation [4] - [7] . A typical sensor network consists of a large number of sensors, deployed in a geographical area. Sensor nodes collect the local information (temperature, humidity, and vibration motion) and communicate with other neighboring nodes (two nodes are neighbors if the distance between them is below some threshold, called the radio range). The sensor data from these nodes are relevant only if we know what location they refer to; therefore, knowledge of the node positions becomes imperative. Although locating these positions can be achieved through manual configuration or by using the Global Positioning System (GPS) techniques, neither methodology works well and both have physical limitations. As a result, techniques to estimate node positions have been shifted to develop methods that rely only on the measurements of distances between neighboring nodes. The distance information could be based on criteria such as time of arrival, time-difference of arrival and received signal strength.
Furthermore, it is assumed that we already know the positions of a few sensor nodes (called anchors). For given positions of anchor nodes and relative distance between neighboring nodes, the problem of finding the positions of all the sensor nodes is called the sensor network localization (SNL) problem [8] .
The difficulty of locating the unknown sensors accurately is three-fold: 1) the distance measurements may contain some noise or uncertainty; 2) it is not easy to identify the sufficient conditions for the sensor network to be localizable; and 3) the sensor network localization problem is proved to be NP-hard [9] .
The NP-hardness has led to efforts being directed at solving this problem approximately or solving it completely under certain conditions. Semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation has been widely used for the SNL problem [8] , [10] - [12] . However, the solutions obtained by SDP relaxation are not generally optimal or are even infeasible; therefore, a rounding technique is necessary to round the SDP solution to a suboptimal and feasible one. Since the distance measurements inevitably contain noise or uncertainties, such methods to rounding the SDP solution may become not so robust and reliable. Second-order cone programming (SOCP) relaxation has also found applications for the SNL problem [13] , [14] . It is shown that even if it is weaker than the SDP relaxation, the SOCP relaxation has simpler structure and nicer properties that can make it useful as a problem preprocessor due to its faster speed. Other gradient-based methods for the SNL problem can also be found in [15] - [19] and the references therein.
To the best our knowledge, there exist very few stochastic methods for the problem. Some particle swarm optimization algorithms were used to solve the SNL problem [20] - [22] , but the size of the problem is less than 100. In this study, the state transition algorithm (STA) is applied to solve the SNL problem with the size more than 100 and is also scalable, this is one of the motivations of this paper. Since STA is a stochastic global optimization algorithm, in principle, it has the capability to find a global solution to the SNL problem without additional assumptions and conditions. Nevertheless, as is known to us, it is inevitable to get trapped into local minima for most stochastic optimization algorithms. To transcend local optimality, a dynamic adjustment strategy called "risk and restoration in probability" is proposed to improve the global search ability. The "risk in probability" means that a relatively worse solution is accepted as next iterative with a probability p 1 , while "restoration in probability" means that the historical best solution is restored with another probability p 2 . The values of these two probability are investigated by an empirical study in this study. is a good choice. With the proposed dynamic adjustment strategy, a dynamic state transition algorithm with refinement is presented for the SNL problem. Several experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The main contribution of this paper is four-fold: 1) A fast rotation transformation operator is designed to reduce the computational complexity. 2) A dynamic state transition algorithm with "risk and restoration in probability" strategy is proposed to escape from local optimality. 3) A good combination of the risk probability and the restoration probability is obtained by an empirical study. 4) The proposed dynamic state
transition algorithm with refinement is successfully applied to the sensor network localization problem.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give a brief review of the basic state transition algorithm (STA) and add some modifications. Then, in section III, the local convergence analysis of the basic STA is discussed and a dynamic adjustment strategy is proposed to improve its global search ability. The proposed dynamic STA with refinement is applied to the sensor network localization problem in section IV and the concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. STATE TRANSITION ALGORITHM
In this paper, we focus on the following unconstrained optimization problem
where x is the decision variable vector, and f is a single objective function.
In an iterative method, we update a current solution x k to the next one x k+1 . Similarly, in a state transition way, a solution can be regarded as a state, and the updating of a solution can be considered as a state transition process.
On the basis of state space representation, the form of state transition algorithm can be described as follows:
where x k stands for a state, corresponding to a solution of the optimization problem; u k is a function of x k and history states; y k is the fitness value at x k ; A k and B k are state transition matrices, which are usually some transformation operators; f is the objective function or evaluation function.
A. Original state transition algorithm
Using space transformation, four special state transformation operators are designed to solve the continuous function optimization problems.
(1) Rotation transformation
where α is a positive constant, called the rotation factor; R r ∈ R n×n , is a random matrix with its entries being uniformly distributed random variables defined on the interval [-1, 1], and · 2 is the 2-norm of a vector. This rotation transformation has the function of searching in a hypersphere with a maximal radius α, as shown below
The illustration of the rotation transformation in 2-D is given in Fig.1 , here, x k = (2, 2). (2) Translation transformation
where β is a positive constant, called the translation factor; R t ∈ R is a uniformly distributed random variable defined on the interval [0,1]. Fig.2 shows that the translation transformation has the function of searching along a line from x k−1 (1, 1) to x k (2, 2) at the starting point x k with a maximal length β.
(3) Expansion transformation
where γ is a positive constant, called the expansion factor; R e ∈ R n×n is a random diagonal matrix with its entries obeying the Gaussian distribution. Fig.3 shows that the expansion transformation has the (4) Axesion transformation
where δ is a positive constant, called the axesion factor; R a ∈ R n×n is a random diagonal matrix with its entries obeying the Gaussian distribution and only one random position having nonzero value. As illustrated in Fig.4 , the axesion transformation is aiming to search along the axes.
With those four state transformation operators, the original state transition algorithm can be described by the following pseudocode Best ← expansion(funfcn,Best,SE,β,γ) 6: Best ← rotation(funfcn,Best,SE,α,β) 7: Best ← axesion(funfcn,Best,SE,β,δ) 8: α ← α fc 9: until the specified termination criterion is met Note that SE is called search enforcement, representing the times of transformation by a certain operator.
Remark 1:
In the pseudocode of original state transition algorithm, the "greedy criterion" is used to accept a new best solution from possible candidate states. The rotation factor α is decreasing from a maximum value to a minimum value in an exponential way with the base f c, and other transformation factors are kept constant. Due to its intrinsic properties, it can be seen that rotation is for exploitation (local search), the expansion is for exploration (global search), the translation can be considered as line search which is applied only when a better solution is found, and the axesion is for strengthening the single dimensional search.
B. Fast rotation transformation
To reduce the computational complexity, we propose a fast rotation transformation as follows:
(5) Fast rotation transformation
whereR r ∈ R is a uniformly distributed random variable defined on the interval [-1,1], and u ∈ R n is a vector with its entries being uniformly distributed random variables defined on the interval [-1,1]. It is easy to verify that
The illustration of the fast rotation transformation is given in Fig.5 . Compared with the original rotation operator, the fast rotation transformation has low computational complexity since the new random variablê R r is a scalar, not a matrix R r as in the previous rotation transformation. Comparison of the computational time for two rotation operators can be found in Fig.6 , where, at each fixed dimension, we run the two rotation operators for 10000 times on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2310M CPU @2.10GHz under Window 7 environment. It is clear that the fast rotation operator can save significant amount of computing time. 
end if 5: Best ← expansion(funfcn,Best,SE,β,γ) 6: Best ← rotation fast(funfcn,Best,SE,α,β) 7: Best ← axesion(funfcn,Best,SE,β,δ) 8: α(β, γ, δ) ← α(β,γ,δ) fc 9: until the specified termination criterion is met
Remark 2:
We note that a fast rotation operator is introduced into the new state transition transition.
Furthermore, not only α, but also β, γ and δ are decreasing from a maximum value to a minimum value in an exponential way with the base f c, which will be helpful for exploitation.
III. DYNAMIC STATE TRANSITION ALGORITHM
Although the new state transition algorithm performs well for the majority of the benchmark functions, it behaves weak for the Rosenbrock function, as shown in the experimental results of [1] , In fact, the Rosenbrock function is considered as a hard case for most deterministic and stochastic optimization algorithms. In this paper, we focus on how to jump out from local minima using a dynamic adjustment strategy, called "risk and restoration in probability". The dynamic state transition algorithm risks accepting a relatively worse solution with a probability and restores the historical best solution with another probability.
A. Convergence analysis of state transition algorithm
Before presenting the dynamic state transition algorithm, we will show that the previous proposed state transition algorithm can at least converge to a local minimum.
From a control theory perspective, the evolution of the incumbent best state x * k in previous state transition algorithm using the "greedy criterion" can be regarded as a discrete-time switched system
A switched system contains some interesting stability phenomena. For instance, even when all the subsystems are exponentially stable, a switched system may have divergent trajectories for certain switching signals. That is to say, the stability of a switched system depends not only on the dynamics of each subsystem but also on the properties of switching signals.
Theorem 1:
The sequences {f (x * k )} ∞ k=0 generated by the state transition algorithm can at least converge to a local minimum, i.e.,
wherex * is a local minimum. . Due to the rotation operator and accepting criteria used in the state transition algorithm, it is easy to find that
that is to say,x * is a local minimum. This completes the proof.
B. Transcending local optimality
Note that although the sequence {f (x * k )} ∞ k=0 converges when k approaches infinity, it does not mean that the sequence converges to the global solution. This phenomenon is called "premature convergence"
in the evolutionary computation community. From a practical point of view, "premature convergence" is inevitable since there is no prior knowledge to judge whether a solution is indeed the global solution.
Thus, how to jump out of local minima becomes a significant issue. "Risking a relatively bad solution in probability" is an effective strategy to escape from local minima, as indicated in SA (simulated annealing) [23] ; nevertheless, it is computationally expensive to achieve convergence [24] .
In this study, a new strategy called "risk and restoration in probability" is proposed. For each state transformation in the inner loop, a relatively worse solution is accepted based on the "risk probability".
While in the outer loop, the best solution in external archive is restored to update the incumbent current solution. The pseudocode for the dynamic state transition algorithm for the outer loop is given as follows Best ← newBest 9: fBest ← fnewBest 10: end if
11: end if
Remark 3: In the above pseudocodes, p 1 and p 2 are the restoration probability and the risk probability, respectively. Compared with the accepting criteria in simulating annealing, the "risk and restoration in probability" strategy is easier to implement and has better convergent performance since the best solution in history is always kept and restored frequently.
C. Benchmark functions test
When evaluating the performance of the dynamic state transition algorithm, some well-known benchmark functions are often used. Listed below are the functions used in this work.
Spherical function
Rastrigin function
Griewank function
Rosenbrock function
Ackley function
To investigate the effect of parameters in dynamical adjustment strategy of state transition algorithm, some empirical study is arranged in order to find a satisfactory combination of the "restoration probability" p 1 and the "risk probability" p 2 .
First, with fixed dimension (problem size) and maximum number of iterations, some experimental tests are performed on the benchmark functions with different groups of (p 1 , p 2 ). From the experimental results, compared with the original STA (listed below in Table I ), we observe that for most groups of (0.9, 0.7) are better or similar to those obtained by the original STA. For a fixed "restoration probability" p 1 = 0.9 or a fixed "risk probability" p 2 = 0.3, the iterative curves of the dynamic state algorithm with the setting of other parameters are given in Fig.7 . It can be seen that, either "risk probability" or "restoration probability" can influence the performance of the dynamic state transition algorithm.
To further investigate the effect of (p 1 , p 2 ) on the Rosenbrock function, which belongs to the sumof-squares problem (the sensor network localization problem studied latter also belongs to this kind),
we increase the maximum number of iterations (from 100 to 500 times the dimension) and refine the solutions obtained by incorporating a gradient-based method. As shown in Table II and Table III , the majority of the above mentioned parameter groups still perform well for the dynamic STA. The results after refinement are much closer to the true global solutions of the Rosenbrock problem, and the larger the maximum number of iterations, the closer to the true global solutions. After taking stability and reliability into consideration, the parameter group (p 1 , p 2 ) = (0.9, 0.3) is selected as an empirical best choice.
Remark 4:
Through the benchmark function tests, the "restoration probability" p 1 and the "risk probability" p 2 in the dynamic state transition algorithm are determined empirically. The parameter group (p 1 , p 2 ) = (0.9, 0.3) is also considered reasonable -it tells us that a risk should be taken at a low probability, and the historical best should be restored at a high probability.
With a gradient-based technique incorporated for refinement, the flowchart of the dynamic state transition algorithm with refinement is illustrated in Fig.8 . 
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IV. APPLICATION FOR THE SENSOR NETWORK LOCALIZATION
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between the ith and jth anchor points if (i, j) ∈ N x , and the distance e ik between the ith sensor and kth
where, r d is the radio range. The sensor network localization problem is to find n distinct sensor points x i , i = 1, · · · , n, such that
Usually, the distances d ij and e ij may contain noise, making equations (13) infeasible; therefore, using the least squares method, we formulate the localization problem as the following nonconvex optimization problem min (i,j)∈Nx Table V . We observe that both STA and DSTA can find the true global solution, while DSTA is better than STA due to its enhanced exploitation ability, which can be verified by the statistics (best, mean, etc) and the iterative curves of the average function values in Fig. 10 . On the contrary, the SFSDP based on gradient cannot find the true global solution. The experimental results are given in Table VI and Fig. 11 . Both STA and dynamic STA can find the global solutions for the two problems, while the performance the dynamic STA is much better due to its more stable results as indicated by the std.dev.
V. CONCLUSION
By using the least squares method, the SNL problem can be reformulated as a non-convex optimization problem. In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic state transition algorithm with refinement for the SNL problem. A dynamic adjustment strategy called "risk and restoration in probability" has been incorporated into the basic state transition algorithm for transcending local optimality and improving its global search ability. Monte Carlo experiments have been designed to obtain a satisfactory combination of the "risk probability" and "restoration probability". With the gained parameters setting, the DSTA have been successfully applied to some instances of the SNL problem with a problem size as large as 500.
Numerical results have shown that the proposed DSTA has better performance compared with the basic state transition algorithm in terms of global search ability and solution quality, which has verified the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach.
